has similar affinity to muscarinic acetylcholine receptors as carbachol; Richards, 1990) , and are abolished by atropine. This rhythmicity is an intrinsic property of the hippocampal network and shares essential features with in vivo theta oscillations, including infrequent action potential discharge by PCs (< 0.5 Hz) (Fischer et al. 1999) . Recently, an intrinsic hippocampal theta generator has also been described in vivo (Kocsis et al. 1999) . Both studies show that the intrinsic generator is localized in the CA3 area (Fischer et al. 1999; Kocsis et al. 1999) . However, the properties of this intrinsic generator are not well characterized. The aim of the present study was to determine in slice cultures whether in addition to theta oscillations, activation of cholinergic receptors also generates activity in the gamma range. Moreover, we were interested in identifying the cellular elements expressing these different forms of oscillatory behaviour.
METHODS
All experiments were done according to the guidelines set forward by the Department for Veterinary Affairs of the Kanton of Zurich. Hippocampal slice cultures were prepared from 6-day-old rat pups killed by decapitation, and maintained for 3-6 weeks in vitro (Gähwiler, 1981) . For electrophysiological recordings, cultures were transferred to a recording chamber and continuously superfused with warmed (32°C) saline containing (mM): Na + 145, Cl _ 149, K + 2.7, Ca 2+ 2.8, Mg 2+ 2, HCO 3 _ 7.7, H 2 PO 4 _ 0.4, glucose 5.6, and Phenol Red (10 mg l _1 ) at pH 7.4. MCh was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA), biocytin from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR, USA), and 2,3-dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobenzo[f]quinoxaline-7-sulphonamide (NBQX) and TTX from Tocris Cookson (Bristol, UK). (±)-3-(2-Carboxypiperazin-4-yl)propanephosphonic acid (CPP) was a gift from Novartis (Basel, Switzerland).
Pairs of CA3 PCs and interneurons (INs) (located in stratum (str.) oriens, pyramidale and lucidum) were recorded with sharp microelectrodes containing 1 M potassium methylsulphate and 2 % biocytin (30_60 MV) (amplifier: Axoclamp-2A, Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA, USA). INs were identified on the basis of their location, electrophysiological properties and subsequent morphological characterization. Functional connectivity between INs and PCs was tested by evoking an action potential (40 ms current pulse) in either of the cells, and by monitoring the postsynaptic response in the other. Inhibitory synaptic transmission was also examined between functionally connected IN-IN cell pairs (stimulated at 0.1 Hz), if both presented gamma oscillations in response to 20 n MCh.
The analog signal was recorded on videotape at 22 kHz. For analysis of rhythmic activity, data were digitized at 1 kHz. The method of analysis was based on a windowed fast Fourier transform (FFT). The recorded rhythmic activity was not limited to a single fixed frequency, but covered a range of frequencies (see Fischer et al. 1999) . The selected method (windowed FFT) best reveals the nature of the rhythmic activity observed under our experimental conditions. For windowed FFT analysis, 500 ms windows with a 50 % overlap between windows were used. This window duration provides conditions of both stationarity and flexibility to allow quantification of such activity; overlap between windows is necessary to maintain the continuity of the signal. Otherwise, windowed FFT was performed according to standard methods. Furthermore, due to the continuous variation in the frequency and power domains, conventional FFT analysis results in an averaging effect (see Fig. 3 ), which is replicated for the averaged windowed FFT. As mentioned above, windowed FFT allows the resolution of the continuous and concurrent occurrence of both rhythmicities (see results).
Preprocessing of the recorded signal included DC subtraction and reduction of white noise (using wavelet methods; Hubbard, 1996) . Application of wavelet methods (based on the Coiflets Wavelets) had no effect on the temporal and frequency domains of the recorded signal but increased the relative power of the frequency peaks, thereby reducing white noise. Moreover, similar power spectra (up to 200 Hz) were obtained at each preprocessing step with conventional FFT analysis (not shown).
The results of the windowed FFT are presented in the form of spectrograms, which illustrate the Fourier analysis power spectrum (frequencies: 2-500 Hz) as a function of time, using a false colour scale to indicate the power in decibels (warm colours represent high power and thus the dominant frequencies). To quantify oscillatory activity we calculated the mean power of the dominant frequency in each window of the FFT. Additionally, for each window, cross-correlation was calculated and used either in the averaged mode (see text) or in the time varying mode (Fig. 7) .
The signals recorded from INs consisted of fast rhythmic depolarizing events. Quantification was complicated by the modulation of this activity, to an extent varying between cells, by a slower depolarizing wave. Since slow activity by definition has higher power compared with the fast components of the signal, we subtracted the slow components from the signal to better quantify and resolve the contribution of fast unitary events. The removal of the slow activity was based on a running average method, which acts like a low-pass filter, while maintaining high sensitivity toward variations in the membrane potential. A running average of 11 data points (± 11 ms) was selected for the slow activity in INs, and of 18 points (± 18 ms) for the slow activity in PCs. These values were chosen because they provided the best match between the calculated and the recorded signal. The result can be seen in Fig. 1 where the calculated slow activity is depicted with a blue line that is superimposed on the original signal (without shifting). Nevertheless, this procedure is not ideal, as the recorded signal is asymmetric, thereby reducing the fast unitary EPSP amplitudes in INs and creating residual activities in PCs (Figs 1 and 2 ). The isolated activity was quantified in the same way as the original signal using windowed FFT. The contribution of fast activities in INs and PCs was calculated as the difference of the mean power of the dominant frequencies in the original and subtracted signals. For the reasons mentioned above, contributions of fast rhythmic activity are overestimated in PCs and underestimated in INs. In spectrograms of the subtracted signal, resulting peaks are located at the same positions as in the original signal. Therefore, this method is useful for distinguishing between the biological and the harmonic contributions to the power spectra.
Interspike intervals were measured from signals digitized at 1 kHz. Action potential and unitary connection parameters were extracted from signals digitized at 10 kHz. Mean variability was expressed as the .. Analysis was done using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
At the end of experiments, cultures were fixed with a solution containing 4 % paraformaldehyde and 15v% saturated picric acid in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. After fixation, cultures were transferred to a cryoprotective solution (30 % sucrose and 12 % glycerol in 0.1 M phosphate buffer), frozen in dimethylbutane, and stored at _20°C until processing. Cultures were transferred to Tris-buffered saline (TBS, pH 7.4), and cells filled with biocytin were first visualized by aminomethylcoumarin (AMCA)-conjugated streptavidin (1:250, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA). Cultures were then incubated in biotinylated anti-avidin (1:1000, Vector, Burlingame, CA, USA) followed by avidinbiotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex (ABC, 1:200, Vector). Tissue-bound peroxidase was visualized by 3,3'-diaminobenzidine 4HCl (Sigma) as a chromogen. TBS was used for washes (3 w 10 min between each step) and dilution of antisera. Slices were then treated with 0.5 % OsO 4 (in phosphate buffer, for 10 min) and dehydrated in ethanol (1 % uranyl acetate was added at the 70 % ethanol stage for 20 min) and embedded in Durcupan (ACM, Fluka, Switzerland).
RESULTS
Application of MCh (10-20 n) induced an oscillatory mode of activity recorded intracellularly from pairs of INs and PCs (n = 43) in area CA3, the critical region for generating intrinsic hippocampal network oscillations (Fischer et al. 1999; Kocsis et al. 1999) . As described Intrinsic hippocampal network oscillations J. Physiol. 539.3
Figure 1. Gamma and theta network oscillations
Simultaneous intracellular recordings from a CA3 PC (PC) and an interneuron (IN) in the presence of 10 n MCh. Spontaneous synaptic activity is illustrated on a slow (A) and a faster (B) time scale. The PC shows rhythmic inhibitory synaptic potentials, which occur at theta frequency and have a time course longer than that of unitary IPSPs. IN activity is dominated by fast rhythmic EPSPs with kinetics similar to unitary EPSPs (see Fig. 2 ). C, spectrograms of the original signals (duration, 10 s) demonstrate predominant oscillatory activity of PCs in the theta range, whereas INs additionally display major gamma components (grey band). Windowed FFT power is colour-coded relative to the maximal value in a 35 dB scale. To quantify the contribution of activity at high frequencies and to facilitate illustration of the different oscillatory behaviour of the two cell types, slow frequency components (mainly theta, blue line) were subtracted from the original signal (D). Note the match between the calculated and recorded slow activity. Spectrograms of subtracted signals reveal dominant gamma activity in the IN (E), and are colour-coded according to the smallest difference in power relative to the original signal. The mean power of the IN-subtracted signal was 11 dB lower than that of the original signal, while the PC-subtracted signal was 23 dB lower. Resting potentials were _65 mV (IN) and _60 mV (PC).
previously, CA3 PCs (n = 43) at their resting potentials (_58.8 ± 4.4 mV, n = 26) exhibited synaptic theta oscillations, i.e. a combination of population EPSPs-IPSPs ( Fig. 1 ) that was continuous and dominated by population IPSPs (Fischer et al. 1999) . These oscillations were abolished in the presence of 0.5 mM TTX (not shown, n = 8). The duration of population IPSPs recorded in PCs (Figs 1 and 2, about 100 ms) exceeded that of unitary IPSPs (about 40 ms), which were observed in 51 % of pairs of PCs and INs (amplitude 2.18 ± 1.89 mV, latency 2.38 ± 1.53 ms, n = 22) (Fig. 2) .
At their resting potentials (_61 ± 5.3 mV, n = 24) the majority of INs (67 %, 29/43 cells) responded to MCh with sustained fast rhythmic depolarizations (Figs 1 and 7) . The duration of these rhythmic events corresponded to that of unitary EPSPs (~25 ms) evoked in 47 % of INs by action potentials evoked in PCs (amplitude 3.25 ± 3.99 mV, latency 1.86 ± 1.07 ms, n = 20) (Fig. 2 ). IPSPs were rarely detected in INs during this mode of activity, although both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic potentials could be observed at their resting potentials prior to MCh application.
Windowed Fourier analysis demonstrated that the oscillatory activity of PCs was confined to theta frequencies, whereas spectrograms of the rhythmic activity of INs additionally displayed components at higher, including gamma, frequencies (Fig. 1) . To an extent that varied between cells, the sequence of fast depolarizing rhythmic unitary events in INs was modulated by slower rhythmic components (see Figs 1 and 7) . In 16 of these 29 INs, only marginal contributions of the slower rhythmic components were observed (Fig. 7) . In the remaining 13 INs, fast rhythmic depolarizing events were modulated by a theta-like rhythmic depolarization, that is likely to result from a synchronized excitatory input, acting directly or indirectly (see discussion) ( Fig. 1) . Moreover, antagonists of excitatory amino acid receptors abolished the oscillatory activity of INs and PCs (see later in the results).
Because low frequencies (with high-power) dominate spectrograms of INs, partially occluding intrinsic gamma rhythmicity, a procedure was developed to remove these theta-like components ( Fig. 1 ) (see Methods). Spectrograms of subtracted IN activity consistently showed dominant frequencies in the gamma band (20-80 Hz), whereas PCs exhibited only residual activity in this band (Fig. 1) . The average power of the subtracted signal in INs was 9.2 ± 2.5 dB lower than the original signal (about 1/10), while the subtracted signal in PCs was 21.9 ± 2.5 dB lower than the original signal (about 1/100) (n = 29). Thus, gamma power in these INs was at least 10-fold higher than in PCs (P < 0.05, Student's t test). Analysis of the algorithmically removed theta-signal revealed fundamental differences between INs and PCs. First, theta-like activity in INs was depolarizing (Fig. 1) , while that of PCs was hyperpolarizing. Second, theta-like activity in INs (Fig. 1) never appeared in isolation. Moreover, cross-correlation analysis showed that the 'theta' wave recorded from INs preceded that of PCs by 15.6 ± 1.18 ms (n = 8), indicating a different source of origin.
The need for windowed FFT analysis is further demonstrated in Fig. 3 , when the same data segment used in Fig. 1 was analysed with conventional FFT analysis. Power spectra obtained from the 10 s recordings by conventional FFT analysis yielded an averaged response, which was replicated when the windowed FFT was averaged. Similar power spectra were also observed in vivo with data obtained from intracellular recordings (Penttonen et al. 1998) . This averaging effect was due to the continuous variation in the power and frequency domains of the recorded signals. The variation was not random, but occurred within the specific bands resolved in Fig. 1 the biological activity does not occur in a single frequency, but rather in a band form, the ability to detect the stationary properties of the rhythmic activity is better resolved with windowed FFT analysis (see methods). Furthermore, this result shows that the average properties of the signal were maintained also with windowed FFT analysis.
Action potential firing during network oscillations was another feature that distinguished INs from PCs. Whereas 26 of 40 PCs did not fire a single action potential and an additional seven PCs fired rarely (0.03 ± 0.02 Hz) (see also Fischer et al. 1999) , 48 % (21/43) of the INs fired action potentials. Gamma oscillations, superimposed on background firing, were observed in 18 of these 21 INs. In 11 of these 21 cells average firing rates of 1-4 Hz were observed during oscillations. In the remaining 10 cells, occasional action potentials were observed. INs exhibiting sustained firing together with fast network oscillations showed uniform sequences of action potentials, skewed interspike interval distributions with a tendency to fire every 2-3 theta cycles (observed in PCs) and instantaneous firing frequencies that were frequently in the theta range (Fig. 4) . All 11 INs that exhibited sustained firing showed similar firing properties as depicted in Fig. 4 .
Rhythmic activity in CA3 PCs is inhibitory dominant, and likely to depend on synaptic inputs from neighbouring INs. The activity of individual INs cannot account for theta oscillations in PCs, as the duration of unitary IPSPs is inconsistent with these cycles (Figs 1 and 2) and none of the recorded INs showed pacemaking properties (fired at the frequency of the oscillation, Fig. 4 ). Thus subsets of INs must contribute to these population IPSPs. To estimate how many INs need to fire, Poisson statistics was used. Poisson statistics is particularly suited to describe a process that has a low rate of occurrence, which corresponds to the properties of action potential discharge in the IN population. The inhibitory action potential kernel is characterized by average firing rates of 2 Hz, which is carried by 26 % of the IN population (with an estimated size of 400 cells; Scanziani, 2000) , having a 50 % connectivity with neighbouring PCs. We thus estimate that the most probable number of INs contributing to each theta cycle in PCs is about 10, but not the same 10 INs are likely to fire with each theta cycle of PCs.
Injecting cells with biocytin allowed 18 INs that exhibited gamma oscillations to be identified morphologically on the basis of their dendritic and axonal arbors, and their laminar distribution. INs were classified using established Intrinsic hippocampal network oscillations J. Physiol. 539.3
Figure 3. Conventional FFT analysis results in an averaging effect
Upper traces, power spectra calculated by conventional FFT analysis for the same 10 s of IN and PC original activity that used for the windowed FFT in Fig. 1 . Lower traces, power spectra of the averaged windowed FFT, calculated for the same data segment. Similar power spectra are obtained for both cases. This illustrates the averaging effect on the power spectra when the duration of the analyzed segment is relatively long with respect to the period of the rhythmic activity. criteria derived from the hippocampus in vivo (Freund & Buzsáki, 1996) . Seven basket cells, which are responsible for somatic inhibition in PCs, were identified (Figs 5B and 6C). Their dendrites were radially oriented in stratum radiatum and stratum oriens (with occasional long horizontal branches). The axon extended collaterals studded with numerous large boutons largely confined to stratum pyramidale. INs responsible for dendritic inhibition in PCs included one O-LM cell and six bistratified cells (Figs 5A and 6B ). Both the O-LM and the bistratified cells had a horizontal dendritic tree in stratum oriens and extended several varicose axon collaterals in the same layer. The main axon trunks crossed stratum pyramidale almost at right angles and started to arborize in stratum radiatum (and lacunosum-moleculare) either distally or more proximally. The former might correspond to O-LM cells, and the latter to bistratified cells (Fig. 5A) . Two additional dendritic inhibitory cells, similar to the stratum lucidum-specific basket cell (Gulyás et al. 1993) were identified. One of these ( Fig. 5C ) located in stratum lucidum had horizontal dendrites in the same layer and a main dendritic branch that descended to stratum oriens. Its axon formed a dense arbor in stratum lucidum. The last class consisted of two INs with axonal projections across subfield boundaries, to several other subfields (multisubfield (MS) cells) (Figs 5D and 6A), with a 'forward' projection to CA1 and a 'backprojection' to the dentate gyrus, the CA3 equivalent of CA1 backprojection neurons (Sik et al. 1994) . These neurons had horizontal dendrites in stratum oriens, and long sparse axonal collaterals projecting both to the dentate gyrus and to CA1. Because all these INs (i.e. basket, O-LM, bistratified, str. lucidumspecific, and MS cells) expressed gamma oscillations, we conclude that this activity is widespread across functionally different IN subpopulations. Furthermore, theta modulated gamma activity in INs was not correlated with a particular class of cells and included basket (n = 5), O-LM (n = 2) and MS (n = 1) cells, representing all major fields of innervation by CA3 INs. Finally, sustained firing activity of INs was not limited to a particular class of cells and included basket (n = 4), str. lucidum-specific (n = 1) and MS (n = 1) cells, while marginal firing was observed in indicates that the most frequent interval is at ~300 ms, the duration of three theta cycles. Right, instantaneous firing frequencies follow theta rhythmicity, with components at lower and higher frequencies.
Figure 5. IN types expressing gamma network oscillations
Light micrographs illustrate the anatomical characteristics of CA3 INs exhibiting gamma oscillations. Strata borders are indicated by broken lines: s.p., str. pyramidale; s.o., str. oriens; s.l., str. lucidum; DG, dentate gyrus. A, a CA3 bistratified cell whose soma is located in str. oriens, and axon collaterals arborizing in str. oriens and lucidum. The soma of the simultaneously recorded PC is located in str. pyramidale. B, a basket cell whose axon terminals formed perisomatic baskets in str. pyramidale. C, a stratum lucidum-specific cell whose soma is located in str. lucidum with a dense axonal arbor within the same layer. The recorded PC can be seen on the right-hand side. D, a multisubfield (MS) IN with a horizontal cell body in str. oriens, and long axon collaterals projecting to the CA1 region and to the dentate gyrus (arrowheads). Scale bar, 50 mm.
basket (n = 2), bistratified (n = 1) and O-LM (n = 1) cells. These results show that INs behave as one functional unit with respect to gamma oscillations, theta-like modulation and firing activity, irrespective of the cell type.
Why were only few IPSPs observed in INs during gamma oscillations, although they showed action potential firing? To address this question we examined the synaptic interactions between six functionally connected pairs of CA3 INs exhibiting gamma oscillations in response to 20 n MCh. After confirming the expression of gamma oscillations, inhibitory transmission was studied in isolation (NBQX 20 mM, CPP 10 mM) and the effect of MCh on isolated transmission was examined (Table 1 ). In the presence of antagonists for excitatory amino acid receptors, excitatory inputs to INs were abolished and MCh-evoked oscillatory activity ceased (n = 6). The results summarized in Table 1 show that several factors appear to contribute to the fact that gamma oscillations in these INs were dominantly excitatory. First, not every IN that fires an action potential produces a postsynaptic response in another IN displaying gamma oscillations, as only one of these six pairs was reciprocally connected. Second, the impact of such synaptic inputs is limited in relation to that received from CA3 PCs, since the unitary IPSP amplitude was only _0.378 ± 0.162 mV (n = 6), compared with unitary EPSP amplitudes of 3.25 mV. Third, failures in transmission were observed between these INs (failure rate, 30 ± 31 %, n = 6). Fourth, during application of MCh, the properties of synaptic transmission were unaltered, remaining small (amplitude, _0.379 ± 0.194 mV) and unreliable (failure rate, 35 ± 33 %, n = 6 experiments). Furthermore, the small IPSP amplitudes observed at synaptic connections between neighbouring CA3 INs expressing gamma oscillations matches previously reported amplitudes of unitary inhibitory inputs to similar CA1 IN types (Cobb et al. 1997; Hájos & Mody, 1997) .
We next addressed the question of whether gamma oscillations were synchronized in neighbouring INs. In three experiments, MCh-induced gamma oscillations were simultaneously recorded from pairs of neighbouring INs. For analysis, several 2 s segments were selected from each experiment, and cross-correlations were calculated for original and subtracted signals. The selected segment length is sufficiently long to express coherent gamma activity. Similar results were obtained in all experiments. The activity of the INs was only weakly synchronized (Fig. 7) , giving centre correlation coefficients of, on average, 0.7 in the original and 0.6 in the subtracted signals (for the Intrinsic hippocampal network oscillations different segments and the different experiments). The centre correlation coefficient expresses the degree of similarity of the two signals at a given instance, while the appearance of a stripe pattern beyond the zero point is an indication of consistent correlative activity in time. Consistent correlative patterns were not evident in the original signal. On the other hand, correlated gamma activity was clearly observed in the subtracted signal, emerging as a stripe pattern with a relative constant spacing of ~25 ms (~40 Hz), but the coefficients were relatively low and shifted with time, indicating poor gamma synchronization in the transverse plane. This result is consistent with the reported low gamma coherence in the hippocampal transverse plane in vivo (Bragin et al. 1995) .
DISCUSSION
These results demonstrate that application of MCh to hippocampal slice cultures induces network oscillations, which resemble the rhythmicity observed in hippocampal field and single cell recordings in vivo. During network oscillations in vivo, theta oscillations dominate the activity of CA1 PCs. Analysis of the power spectrum also reveals activity within the gamma range, but with amplitudes that are more than 10-fold lower (Penttonen et al. 1998) . Moreover, only 2 % of CA1 PCs are estimated to fire action potentials during oscillations (Csicsvari et al. 1998) . This action potential firing may contribute to gamma rhythmicity, since it tends to resonate with field gamma activity (Penttonen et al. 1998) . The low action potential rates of PCs contrast with the 40-60 % of spontaneously discharging CA1 INs during the oscillatory mode of activity (Ylinen et al. 1995; Penttonen et al. 1998; Csicsvari et al. 1998 ) whose instantaneous firing rates span a large frequency range (Csicsvari et al. 1999) , including the theta and gamma range (Ylinen et al. 1995; Sik et al. 1995) . This firing is not continuous, but interrupted at theta frequencies (Ylinen et al. 1995; Traub et al. 1996) . Finally, gamma oscillations are consistently observed in field recordings. Note that in vivo these parameters are available only for the CA1 subfield, but are considered to be representative also for the CA3 subfield.
Although various aspects of both theta and gamma oscillations are likely to be modulated by afferent inputs in vivo, e.g. from the septal nuclei, our data clearly demonstrate the intrinsic capacity of the neuronal network preserved in hippocampal slice cultures to express comparable network oscillations.
Our results suggest that cholinergic activation serves only as an enabling signal, and that oscillations emerge through intrinsic hippocampal CA3 network interactions (Fischer et al. 1999 The presence of pacemaker neurons within the network could underlie both phenomena. However, no evidence for pacemaker cells in the CA3 region was observed. An alternative mechanism for the production of oscillations might rely on emergence of the rhythms through network interactions. Such a process is currently hypothesized to involve gap-junction communication that may provide an associational link leading to a sequential activation of neurons, thereby maintaining a high level of network activity without producing extensive action potential firing (Traub & Bibbig, 2000) . Additionally, gap-junction communication between axons may also give rise to the fast depolarizing events observed in INs (Traub et al. 1999) .
Several in vitro models have been developed to study gamma oscillations in the hippocampus (Whittington et al. 1995 (Whittington et al. , 1997 Fisahn et al. 1998; Palva et al. 2000) . These studies clearly show the capacity of hippocampal networks to respond with rhythmic activity to different forms of activation. While these models avoid the epileptic mode of activity that is observed in other models of hippocampal oscillations (McMahon et al. 1998) , only one of them expresses ongoing gamma activity as observed in vivo (Fisahn et al. 1998) . Furthermore, in several models rhythmic activity is limited to a single band, which represents only a fraction of the broad spectrum of simultaneous rhythmic patterns seen in the hippocampus in vivo. We assume that the degree of connectivity between cells comprising the network is a decisive factor and may be responsible for the fact that, as in vivo, theta and gamma oscillations are simultaneously observed in slice cultures.
While there is evidence for the involvement of hippocampal theta oscillations in processes such as learning and memory (Buzsáki, 1989; Wilson & McNaughton, 1993) , the role of gamma oscillations is less clear. In visual cortex, gamma oscillations are suggested to take part in the 'binding' process (Gray & Singer, 1989) . This mechanism may create an associational link between distinct visual features represented by physically distant cell groups, thereby providing a basis for cognition. Hippocampal gamma oscillations might, however, differ from those described in cortex. Whereas PCs express gamma activity in cortex, INs are the major source for these oscillations in hippocampus. Moreover, gamma rhythmicity in the hippocampus seems to result from synaptic interactions, whereas in the cortex it reflects action potential firing. The weak synchrony in gamma activity between hippocampal INs suggests that rhythmicities may develop through a process that depends on both functional and anatomical properties of the network. Rhythms are likely to emerge through the selection and activation of specific subsets of connections from pre-existing templates within the network. Finally, gamma activity is integrally associated with theta activity, suggesting functional interdependence between these two rhythms.
